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Abstract

The gambler’s fallacy is the tendency to expect random processes to switch more often
than they actually do—for example, to think that after a string of tails, a heads is
more likely. It’s often taken to be evidence for irrationality. It isn’t. Rather, it’s to
be expected from a group of Bayesians who begin with causal uncertainty, and then
observe unbiased data from an (in fact) statistically independent process. Although
they converge toward the truth, they do so in an asymmetric way—ruling out “streaky”
hypotheses more quickly than “switchy” ones. As a result, the majority (and the aver-
age) exhibit the gambler’s fallacy. If they have limited memory, this tendency persists
even with arbitrarily-large amounts of data. Indeed, such Bayesians exhibit a variety
of the empirical trends found in studies of the gambler’s fallacy: they expect switches
after short streaks but continuations after long ones; these nonlinear expectations vary
with their familiarity with the causal system; their predictions depend on the sequence
they’ve just seen; they produce sequences that are too switchy; and they exhibit greater
rates of gambler’s reasoning when forming binary predictions than when forming prob-
ability estimates. In short: what’s been thought to be evidence for irrationality may
instead be rational responses to limited data and memory.

Keywords: Gambler’s fallacy, hot-hands fallacy, Bayesian updating, resource-rational ana-
lysis, memory limits, hierarchical Bayesian models

Mathematica Notebook: https://github.com/kevindorst/gamblers_fallacy_notebook

1 Introduction

Baylee is bored. The fluorescent lights hum. The spreadsheets blur. She needs air.
As she steps outside, she sees the Prius nestled happily in the front spot. Three days in a

row now. The Jeep will probably get it tomorrow—she’ll place her bet when she gets back.
Baylee’s not alone. Each afternoon in Bay City, her fellow office-mates check who won the

morning’s battle for the front spot. It’s always either a Prius or a Jeep, and each manages
to get it about half the time. But they all wonder about the fluctuations: if the Prius won
the last few days, what are the chances it’ll win tomorrow? They place their bets with Bob.

In fact, the outcomes are statistically independent: each day, the Prius and the Jeep each
have a 50% chance to get the spot, regardless of how the previous days have gone. Yet most
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1 INTRODUCTION

of our workers seem to think otherwise: when the Prius is on a winning streak, they start to
think that the Jeep is “due”. (Vice versa when the Jeep is on a streak.) Some disagree: they
think that if the Prius is winning, it’s more likely to continue its “hot streak”. But they’re
in the minority. Indeed, when Bob (the bookie) averages their opinions, he finds that as the
Prius wins a few in a row, the workers increasingly think that the Jeep is due.

At this point, you might hazard a couple hypotheses.
First: Baylee and company are very, very bored. About that, you are right.
Second: Baylee and company are bad at statistical reasoning. Since the outcomes are

statistically independent, rationally responding to the evidence would’ve taught them as
much. Thus they must instead be using flawed heuristics to form their opinions. The majority
believe in the “law of small numbers”: they think that since the Prius wins 50% of the time
in the long run, there must be a mechanism that balances the outcomes out (Tversky and
Kahneman 1971). As a result, they commit the gambler’s fallacy: the tendency to think
that streaks of (in fact independent) outcomes are likely to switch (Kahneman and Tversky
1972). Meanwhile, the dissident minority commit the hot-hands fallacy: the tendency to
think that streaks of (in fact independent) outcomes are likely to continue (Gilovich et al.
1985; Tversky and Gilovich 1989). Yet more examples of human irrationality, you think.

About that, you are wrong. Baylee and company are rational Bayesians. As I’ll show,
when either data or memory are limited, Bayesians who start out with causal uncertainty
about an (in fact independent) process and then learn from unbiased evidence will typically
commit either the gambler’s or hot-hands fallacies. The majority—and, more surprisingly,
the average—will commit the gambler’s fallacy. Why? Although they’ll get evidence that the
process is neither “switchy” nor “streaky”, they’ll get more evidence against the latter—and
this asymmetric convergence toward the truth will lead to the gambler’s fallacy.

More is true. Baylee’s predicament is just like ours. We’re constantly (and reasonably)
unsure whether everyday stochastic processes are independent: weather (rainy or sunny),
recipes (tasty or bland), submissions (accepted or rejected), experiments (success or failure),
moods (good or bad), conversations (productive or difficult), lectures (engaging or dull)—and
even coins (heads or tails—see below).

Faced with such processes, people robustly exhibit a variety of trends:

1) Nonlinear Expectations: As a streak grows in length, people at first increasingly
expect switches, but then (once it’s long enough) increasingly expect continuations.1

2) Experience-Dependence: These nonlinear expectations take different shapes for
different causal systems—people begin expecting continuations earlier for unfamiliar
ones (e.g. stock markets) than for familiar ones (e.g. coins). Those with more experience
come closer to treating outcomes independently.2

3) Sequence-Dependence: People’s estimates depend on the type of sequence they’ve
just seen—if it switched a lot, they expect a switch; if it switched rarely, they expect
a continuation (Bloomfield and Hales 2002; Bao et al. 2023).

1Derks 1963; Altmann and Burns 2005; Asparouhova et al. 2009; Suetens et al. 2016; Gershman 2021;
Rao and Hastie 2023.

2Burns and Corpus 2004; Asparouhova et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2016; Rao and Hastie 2023.
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4) Too Switchy: When asked to produce random sequences, people produce sequences
that switch more than 50% of the time; the switch-rate increases with streak-length.3

5) Format-Dependence: People exhibit greater rates of gambler’s reasoning when form-
ing binary predictions than when forming probability estimates (Rao and Hastie 2023).

That’s how real people reason about random processes.
It’s also how Bayesians reason about random processes. I’ll show that all of these trends

are to be expected from Bayesians who start out with causal uncertainty and have either
limited data or limited memory. Thus I’ll defend the following:

Causal-Uncertainty Hypothesis: The gambler’s and hot-hands fallacies are due to
causal uncertainty combined with rational responses to limited data and memory.

Two clarifications. First: to avoid begging the question I’ll avoid the term “fallacy”—
instead refering to “predicting switches” as “gambler’s reasoning” and to “predicting continu-
ations” as “hot-hands reasoning”.

Second, and relatedly: it’s often suggested that the term “gambler’s fallacy” applies only
if the person knows the outcomes are independent and yet still expects streaks to switch.
But that doesn’t seem right. To know that the outcomes are independent just is to know
that a switch is equally likely after a streak—so anyone who exhibits gambler’s reasoning
does not know as much, or at least doesn’t activate that knowledge when forming their
expectations. The empirical findings are simply trends like (1)–(5) above; if we restrict the
term “gambler’s fallacy” to cases of known independence, we have little evidence that those
trends are instances of it (cf. Kelly 2004). Thus it’s better to use the term neutrally, as I do,
to capture the empirical evidence that needs to be explained.

That said, I think this suggestion is right about something: often people who exhibit
gambler’s reasoning are in a position to know that the outcomes are independent. First,
they’ve often seen lots of data—if they had a perfect memory, they’d figure it out. This is
why my results about limited-memory matter. Second, you might think people should be
able to reason their way to knowledge of statistical independence. Coins have no memory,
after all. And yet people exhibit gambler’s reasoning for coins, slot machines, and roulette
wheels. Surely this isn’t rational. Right?

Not obviously. Slot machines can change their payout-probabilities (Richtel 2006). Roul-
ette wheels have exhibited subtle biases (Fletcher 2018). And coins do have a memory—of a
sort. When tossed and caught in the hand, coins exhibit dynamical bias: due to the fact that
they precess (rotate like a pizza) as well as flip, they are on average 51%-likely to land the
way that was initially face-up (Diaconis et al. 2007; Bartoš et al. 2023). Thus the probability
of what happens next really does depend on what happened last (along with your flipping
procedure: do you turn it over, or not, when you go to flip it again?). Given surprising
facts like this—combined with the observation that most stochastic processes encountered
in everyday life are not independent (Pinker 1997)—very few people should be certain, from
the armchair, that a given random process is independent. The best way to figure it out is
to learn from experience. That’s where my explanation kicks in.

3Bar-Hillel and Wagenaar 1991; Rapoport and Budescu 1992, 1997; Budescu and Rapoport 1994; Chen
et al. 2016.
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Suppose I’m right. Why does it matter?
First, there is an ongoing debate about whether to understand the mind in rational

or mechanistic terms: using strategies that make sense for solving the problems we face
(Marr 1982; Anderson 1990), or instead using kludge-y heuristics that did well enough in
our evolutionary past (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The mechanistic approach was dom-
inant in the late 20th century, spurred the development of behavioral economics, and seeped
into the wider culture—often via claims that people are systematically and predictably irra-
tional.4 However, the rational approach has gained momentum in recent decades: resource-
constrained optimality has been the dominant approach in explaining low-level cognitive
processes like vision (Geisler 2011), motor control (Todorov 2004), and memory (Anderson
1990); and it’s recently had successes in explaining high-level cognition as well.5. This trend
in cognitive science has been matched with a trend in philosophy to criticize the normative
presuppositions of many apparent empirical biases.6

Despite this momentum, there’s a fly in the ointment: if people really do use sophisticated
Bayesian reasoning to perform everyday feats of human cognition, why do they seem so bad at
probabilistic reasoning in some of the easiest cases? The gambler’s fallacy is one of the most
pressing.7 Although Bayesian explanations exist, as we’ll see they all assume some sort of
hard-wired error—for example, mistakenly (and dogmatically) ruling out the possibility that
the outcomes are statistically independent—and then go on to explain how rational principles
might explain people’s behavior given that error. The initial error goes unexplained, lending
support to the mechanistic, “kludge-y” approach to the mind. Thus in tackling the gambler’s
fallacy, I’ll critique the mechanistic approach at its strongest: if even here a resource-rational
explanation can better explain the empirical data, that should significantly shift our opinions
in the overall plausibility of the rational approach.

To clear the ground, it’s worth highlighting the reasons to doubt the standard mechan-
istic account. This theory says that people are unable to do proper statistical reasoning,
mistakenly believing in the “law of small numbers”: that short sequences will be represent-
ative of long ones (Tversky and Kahneman 1971). This theory arguably hasn’t stood the
test of time. (i) It struggles to explain detailed empirical predictions like (1)–(5) above. (ii)
It leaves it puzzling why gambler’s reasoning persists in high-stakes settings (Chen et al.
2016; Jiao 2017) and isn’t weeded out by (evolutionary or market-based) selection processes.
(iii) It fits poorly with the evidence that many cognitive processes exhibit striking degrees

4Kahneman and Tversky 1972; Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Kahneman et al. 1982; Kahneman and
Tversky 1996; Fine 2005; Ariely 2008; Kahneman 2011; Thaler 2015; Lewis 2016; Mandelbaum 2018; Williams
2021.

5Gopnik 1996, 2020; Chater and Oaksford 1999; Tenenbaum and Griffiths 2006; Griffiths et al. 2008;
Tenenbaum et al. 2011; Bonawitz et al. 2014b,a; Vul et al. 2014; Ruggeri and Lombrozo 2015; Icard 2016,
2017, 2023; Bhui and Gershman 2018; Bhui et al. 2021; Gershman 2021; Hartley 2022

6Cohen 1981; Kelly 2004, 2008; Crupi et al. 2008; Koralus and Mascarenhas 2013; Nebel 2015; Hahn and
Harris 2014; O’Connor and Weatherall 2018, 2019; Weatherall and O’Connor 2020; Hedden 2019; Doody
2020; Fisher 2020; Fisher and Mandel 2021; Karlan 2021; Kinney and Bright 2021; Henderson and Gebharter
2021; Thorstad 2021; Dorst and Mandelkern 2022; Dorst 2023b

7Others include hindsight bias (Fischhoff and Beyth 1975—but see Hedden 2019), the conjunction fallacy
(Tversky and Kahneman 1983—but see Dorst and Mandelkern 2022), apparent overconfidence (Lichtenstein
et al. 1982—but see Moore and Healy 2008; Dorst 2023a), and the base-rate fallacy (Kahneman and Tversky
1973—but see Schwarz et al. 1991; Koehler 1996; Lejarraga and Hertwig 2021).
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of statistical sophistication (see footnote 5). And (iv) it makes it mysterious why gambler’s
reasoning is positively correlated with cognitive sophistication: infants do hot-hands reas-
oning, while gambler’s reasoning shows up in elementary schools and peaks among college
students (Estes 1962; Craig and Myers 1963; Bogartz 1965; Derks and Paclisanu 1967; Chiesi
and Primi 2009); meanwhile, reaction times are quicker for hot-hands than for gambler’s
reasoning, which becomes less common under time pressure or cognitive load (Diener and
Thompson 1985; Militana et al. 2010; Tyszka et al. 2017; Braga et al. 2018). Upshot: there’s
both empirical and theoretical motivation for a rational explanation.

I’ll offer one. In doing so, I’ll illustrate a contrast between two very different types of
Bayesian models of cognition. Bounded-optimal models impose architectural constraints on
agents—such as limitations of memory (Icard 2021) or representational precision (Bhui and
Gershman 2018)—and then derive predictions from the best that can be done (Thorstad
2023). Meanwhile, error-optimal models assume that the agent has made some sort of
mistake—for example, ruling out the possibility that the outcomes are independent (Barberis
et al. 1998; Rabin 2002; Rabin and Vayanos 2010) or ignoring how often a given subsequence
has occurred (Hahn and Warren 2009)—and then derive predictions from what a Bayesian
agent would do given that mistake. Although formally similar and often lumped together,
these approaches are very different. The latter can be unifying—showing that looks like
many errors are reducible to a single one—especially if there’s an independent explanation
of why the error would persist. Nevertheless, error-optimal models are not rationalizing
models: they explain behavior without justifying it. Thus they lack many of the virtues of
bounded-optimal models: they don’t explain why the mistake persists; they (arguably) don’t
give a computational-level explanation for why the mind works that way (Marr 1982); and—
from a philosophical point of view—they don’t reconcile the manifest and scientific images
(Sellars 1956). In particular, they are reflectively unstable: they don’t offer an explanation
of what we’re up to that we can coherently hold in mind, as we feel the pull of gambler’s
reasoning. Perhaps this is as it should be—that pull might just be a “mental tick” that can’t
be turned off, a persistent illusion of the mind. But—unlike Müller-Lyer lines, phobias, or
earworms—gambler’s reasoning doesn’t feel like that. It’d be nice to have a theory that
explained why.

2 The Model, Informally

I’ll first explain how the model works informally; future sections will dive into the details.
Consider any process that can have one of two outcomes in each trial—call one a “hit”

(success, heads, 1, Prius,...), and the other a “miss” (failure, tails, 0, Jeep,...). Let’s suppose
the long-run hit rate is known to be 50%. (§6.1 shows that the reasoning generalizes.)

Focus on Baylee. She knows that the parking outcomes are “random” in the sense that
they are hard to predict, and that in the long run, the Prius wins 50% of the time. That’s
leaves open three classes of hypotheses about how the likelihoods shift.

First, parking could be Steady: each day there’s a 50% chance the Prius wins the spot,
independently of the previous days. The standard example of a Steady process is a coin.

Second, parking could be Switchy: after the Prius wins a few, the Jeep becomes more
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likely to win; and after the Jeep wins a few, the Prius becomes more likely to win. In other
words: after a streak, a switch becomes “due”—the process tends to balance out. So long
as these shifts in probability are symmetric around 50%, the long-run hit rate will be 50%.
Switchy processes are those that involve some sort of depletion, fatigue, or strategic response.
The parking battle would be Switchy if each driver gets frustrated when they lose, and so
leaves for work a bit earlier the next day. The standard example of a Switchy process is
drawing from a deck of cards without replacement: as you draw a series of red cards, a black
card becomes increasingly likely; and vice versa. (This is a hypergeometric distribution.)

Third, the parking could be “streaky”—or, as I prefer to call it, Sticky: after the Prius
wins a few, it becomes more likely to win again; after the Jeep wins a few, it becomes more
likely to win again. In other words: after a streak, the the current winner becomes “hot”. So
long as these shifts in probability are symmetric around 50%, the long-run hit rate will still
be 50%: long streaks of Priuses are likely, but no more likely than comparably-long streaks
of Jeeps. Sticky processes are those that involve some sort of accumulation or “momentum”
in which success breeds success (“rich get richer”), or performing well (poorly) puts you into
(out of) “the groove”. The parking battle would be Sticky if each driver gets disheartened
when they lose, and so tries less hard the next day. The standard example of a Sticky process
is basketball shots: when players make a shot, they become “hot”, so more likely to make the
next one.8

Switchy and Sticky processes vary along many dimensions: their long-run hit rates; how
quickly, how far, and how exactly their probabilities vary around that hit rate; and so on. But
generalizing over them, Switchy and Sticky processes are quite common (see §3). Thus when
Baylee confronts a new causal system, she should usually be unsure whether it’s Switchy,
Steady, or Sticky—but pretty sure it’s one of the three. Since each would predict the same
long-run hit rates, such information doesn’t tell her anything about which it is.

Now: two mathematical observations.
First observation: whether she should do gambler’s or hot-hands reasoning depends on

the exact balance of her uncertainty between our three hypotheses. For instance, suppose
there’s been a streak of Priuses. How confident should she be that the streak will continue?
Her opinion should be a weighted average of what it would be if she knew it were Switchy,
Steady, or Sticky—with weights determined by how confident she is in each (see §3.1). If
she knew it were Switchy, she’d be less than 50%-confident the streak will continue. If she
knew it were Sticky, she’d be (symmetrically) more than 50%. If she knew it were Steady,
she’d be exactly 50%. Thus whenever she’s more confident in Switchy than Sticky, her
uncertainty will average out to being less than 50%-confident the streak will continue—
she’ll do gambler’s reasoning. Meanwhile, whenever she’s less confident in Switchy than in
Sticky, she’ll average out to being more than 50%-confident it’ll continue—she’ll do hot-hands
reasoning. How far her opinions will deviate from 50% will depend on both (1) the balance
of her opinions between Switchy and Sticky (i.e. P (Swi|Swi or Sti)), and (2) her degree of
confidence in Steady. The more imbalanced, the further her opinions in a continuation will

8You might think this has been shown to be a myth (Gilovich et al. 1985)—but it turns out that the
classic analysis failed to take into account a subtle selection effect; when you do, the original data supports
the existence of a hot hand (Miller and Sanjurjo 2018b).
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deviate from 50%; but this imbalance has less effect the more confident she is in Steady
(i.e. in ¬(Swi or Sti)).

Upshot: whether and to what degree she should do gambler’s or hot-hands reasoning
depends on the precise balance of her uncertainty between Switchy, Steady, and Sticky—
and, therefore, on the precise data she observes (or remembers) about the process. Since it’ll
be rare for that data to be precisely balanced in how much it support Switchy and Sticky,
small degrees of gambler’s and hot-hands reasoning will be common.

Yet I’ve claimed more—namely, that both the majority and the average will commit
gambler’s reasoning. Why? The situation looks symmetric. Surprisingly, it’s not.

Second observation: data generated from a Steady process tends to provide more
evidence against Sticky than against Switchy. More precisely: the likelihood distribution
over data generated by Steady is closer to that generated by Switchy than to that generated
by Sticky; thus it tends to rule out Sticky more quickly than Switchy.

Why? Imagine we’re observing outcomes: Prius, Prius, Jeep, Prius, Jeep, Jeep, Jeep.
Given the current streak, both Switchy and Sticky deviate substantially from Steady’s 50%
likelihood of another Jeep. If there is another Jeep, both will stay deviated; but if there’s
a Prius, both will return toward Steady’s likelihood (50%) on the following outcome. And
notice: Switchy makes a Prius more likely than Sticky. In other words: although both hypo-
theses deviate from Steady’s likelihoods, Switchy wants to return toward them, while Sticky
wants to stay deviated. That is: both Switchy and Sticky will increasingly deviate from
Steady in what to expect next as the current streak grows in length. But it takes time for
these deviations to build up, and Switchy tends to keep the streaks relatively short, while
Sticky tends to generate long streaks. As a result, Sticky deviates more.

This difference is hard to visualize if we plot the likelihoods of every sequence, but easy to
spot if we look at summary statistics. For example, with sequences of length 50 (and using
the versions of Switchy and Sticky discussed in §3), Figure 1 plots the likelihoods of various
total numbers switches (top left), average streak lengths (top right), and total numbers of
hits (bottom left). In each cases there is substantially more overlap between Steady and
Switchy than there is between Steady and Sticky.

Why does this matter? It implies that if Bayesians observe data from a Steady process,
they’ll (on average) quickly get evidence against Sticky, and slowly get evidence against
Switchy. Given enough data, they’ll become confident of Steady, but along the way, they’ll
(on average) be more confident of Switchy than Sticky—they will asymmetrically converge
toward the truth. Figure 1 (bottom right) plots the mean posteriors in Switchy, Steady, and
Sticky for Bayesians who start out uniformly unsure between the three and then each update
on outcomes of sequences from a Steady distribution. Notice that the average posterior in
Switchy is always higher than the average posterior in Sticky.

Now recall: whenever a Bayesian assigns more probability to Switchy than to Sticky,
they’ll do gambler’s reasoning. Thus, on average, our Bayesians will do so. If they have
perfect memories, these deviations from a 50%-probability of switching will (persist but)
become quite small, for they will eventually become quite confident of Steady. But—as we’ll
see below (§4)—if their memories are limited, a substantial degree of gambler’s reasoning
can persistent given arbitrarily large amounts of data.
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Figure 1: Among sequences of length 50, the likelihoods for total number of switches (top left), average
streak length (top right), and total number of heads (bottom left). There is substantially more overlap
between Steady and Switchy than between Steady and Sticky. As a result, when conditioning on the full
sequence, the mean posteriors in Sticky fall faster than those in Switchy (bottom right).

More is true. Because of this asymmetric convergence, our Bayesians will exhibit our five
empirical features of gambler’s and hot-hands reasoning. Here’s why.

Nonlinear Expectations: After they observe a couple Priuses in a row, they’ll know
that if the process is Switchy, it’s very primed to switch—and so will at first increasingly
expect a switch. But as the streak length grows, the streak itself provides more and more
evidence for Sticky. Given a long-enough streak, this evidence will overwhelm their initial
favoring of Switchy and lead them to increasingly perform hot-hands reasoning.

Experience-Dependence: For processes that they have little experience with, they’ll
only slightly favor Switchy over Sticky—thus even a short streak will provide enough evidence
to lead to hot-hands reasoning. But for processes that they have a lot of experience with,
they’ll robustly favor Switchy over Sticky—thus it’ll take a long streak before they do hot-
hands reasoning.

Sequence-Dependence: Since sequences with lots of switches provide evidence for
Switchy while those with few provide evidence for Sticky, they’ll be more inclined to do
gambler’s reasoning after the former and hot-hands reasoning after the latter.

Too Switchy: They’ll generate sequences with more than 50% switches because they’re
(on average) more confident of Switchy than Sticky, and so their probabilities of a switch
will be higher than 50%. This deviation will get starker with longer streaks, because they
know that if it’s Switchy, longer streaks are more likely to switch.

Format-Dependence: The distribution of probability-estimates for a switch will be
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a fairly tight bell curve—meaning that even if the average probability of a switch is only
slightly above 50%, far more than half of the subjects will have probabilities above 50%.
Thus when making binary predictions the proportion of people doing gambler’s reasoning
will be well over 50%—inducing apparent format-dependence.

Upshot: given plausible assumptions, the causal-uncertainty hypothesis predicts a variety
of subtle empirical trends found in studies of the gambler’s fallacy.

2.1 Comparisons

How does the causal-uncertainty hypothesis compare to other theories? Its main advantages
are that it can both (1) predict nonlinearities, and (2) offer a resource-rational explanation
of why gambler’s reasoning persists.

Its empirical predictions are closest to the models of Rabin (2002) and Rabin and Vayanos
(2010), which assume that people have (dogmatic) beliefs both that the process is Switchy
and the overall hit rate can vary over time. These are the only models I know of that also
predict nonlinearities in expectations: a short streak makes a switch likely, but a long streak
suggests the hit rate has changed. Predicting nonlinearity is often taken to be a significant
mark in its favor (Asparouhova et al. 2009). Still, the model faces two main objections.
First, it doesn’t have a theory-internal way to predict experience- or format-dependence.
Second, it both relies crucially on model-misspecification—people dogmatically hold onto
an incorrect causal model of the process—and also offers no explanation for why people’s
(incorrect) causal model is a depletion (Switchy) one, rather than an accumulation (Sticky)
one. In contrast, the causal-uncertainty hypothesis builds in no such asymmetries, nor does
it assume dogmatic agents. Rather, it exploits mathematical asymmetries between Switchy
and Sticky to explain why nonlinearities (etc.) would emerge.

Barberis et al. (1998) propose a “regime-shifting” model: people are (incorrectly) certain
that the process is either Switchy or Sticky, but think it can shift back and forth. This model
accurately predicts sequence-dependence and a shift from gambler’s to hot-hands reasoning.
But it can’t predict nonlinearity in expectations (Asparouhova et al. 2009; Rao and Hastie
2023)—instead predicting that people’s probability of a continuation will increase monoton-
ically with streak-length. It also lacks a theory-internal way of predicting experience- and
format-dependence. Of course, there’s clearly something correct about this model: the park-
ing battle might be Switchy at one time, and become Sticky later on. Thus a generalized
version of the causal-uncertainty hypothesis should allow our Bayesians to be unsure whether
and when the process shifts between Switchy, Steady, and Sticky. I avoid this complication
to show that we don’t need this complication to make our predictions.

Hahn and Warren 2009 give an explanation based on the overlapping words paradox : se-
quences that can overlap with themselves are less likely to occur in any given sequence,
since they are more likely to occur multiple times if at all. For example, of the 16 different
four-toss sequences, ‘HHT’ occurs in 4 of them (HHHT, HHTH, HHTT, THHT), while HHH
occurs in only 3 (HHHT, THHH, HHHH) because it occurs twice in HHHH. Thus if people
simply track whether (rather than how often) they’ve seen a given string in a certain interval
of time, this will lead them to think that regular strings like HHH are less common than ir-
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regular ones like HHT, causing gambler’s reasoning. Though fascinating, this proposal can’t
predict nonlinearity or format-dependence, and it doesn’t explain why people would ignore
how many times they’ve seen a string.

Miller and Sanjurjo 2018a exploit a subtle selection effect (Miller and Sanjurjo 2018b)
to show that people who attend to the proportion of successes following a success—but par-
tially neglect sample size (Griffin and Tversky 1992)—will do gambler’s reasoning. Though
interesting, this model can’t explain nonlinearity or format-dependence, and doesn’t explain
why people would neglect sample size.

Pinker 1997, building off others (Gigerenzer and Hoffrage 1995; Cosmides and Tooby
1996), points out that many real-world “random” processes are Switchy, so that gambler’s
reasoning may be a reasonable overgeneralization. Though my model uses this idea, an
important piece is missing: there are also many real-life processes that are Sticky. Absent
a reason to think that Switchy mechanisms are more common, it’s unclear why people’s
average- and modal responses would be gambler’s rather than hot-hands reasoning. Using
the above mathematical asymmetries, my theory explains why.

All of these theories have empirical support, and many of them likely play a role in
explaining the full breadth of empirical findings. Nevertheless, I’ll argue that the causal-
uncertainty hypothesis stacks up well in its theoretical motivation, explanatory power, and
empirical coverage. Don’t dismiss it.

3 The causal hypotheses

Suppose—until §6.1—that Baylee knows that the long-run hit rate is 50%. This is consistent
with Switchy, Steady, or Sticky.

Switchy and Sticky can vary in both their extremity—how far the probabilities ever
deviate from 50%—and their speed—how quickly they build up to that probability. We
can diagram them with Markov chains: a set of states along with transition-probabilities
between states.9 Letting the state encode the current streak, labeled arrows encode transition
probabilities, and using a ‘1’ for a Prius (hit) and a ‘0’ for a Jeep (miss), the top row of
Figure 2 gives examples of a 2-step-Switchy70% (left) and a 2-step-Sticky70% (right) chain,
as well as the “2-step” Steady chain (whose probabilities don’t shift). These diagrams are
hard to read. Better are (row-)stochastic matrices, in which row i column j encodes the
probability of transitioning from state i to state j. To do this, we need to order the states in
a canonical way. Since in these Markov chains states track only the streak-length, let’s put
the longest miss-streak that it tracks on the left, the shortest streaks in the middle, and the
longest hit-streak on the right; so 2-step chains are ordered ⟨00, 0, 1, 11⟩. The bottom row of
Figure 2 displays the same hypotheses in this notation.

Until §6, I’ll focus on 5-step-90% versions of Switchy and Sticky, displayed in Figure 3.
There are many variations of Switchy and Sticky that we could investigate. First, we’ve so
far focused on streak chains: the probabilities are determined by the current streak. We could
instead use counting chains that track the full (recent) sequence—for example, to precisely

9Thus I follow Oskarsson et al. 2009 in using Markov models to represent people’s uncertainty about
causal hypotheses. But instead of imputing a single model to them, I’ll track their uncertainty over several.
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2-step-Sticky70%:


0.3 0 0.7 0
0.4 0 0.6 0
0 0.6 0 0.4
0 0.7 0 0.3



0.5 0 0.5 0
0.5 0 0.5 0
0 0.5 0 0.5
0 0.5 0 0.5



0.7 0 0.3 0
0.6 0 0.4 0
0 0.4 0 0.6
0 0.3 0 0.7


Figure 2: Top: Markov diagrams for 2-step-Switchy70%, 2-step-Steady, and 2-step-Sticky70% hypotheses.
Bottom: stochastic-matrix representations of each hypothesis.

5-step-Switchy90% 5-step-Sticky90%

.1 0 0 0 0 .9 0 0 0 0
.18 0 0 0 0 .82 0 0 0 0
0 .26 0 0 0 .74 0 0 0 0
0 0 .34 0 0 .66 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .42 0 .58 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .58 0 .42 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .66 0 0 .34 0 0
0 0 0 0 .74 0 0 0 .26 0
0 0 0 0 .82 0 0 0 0 .18
0 0 0 0 .9 0 0 0 0 .1





.9 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0
.82 0 0 0 0 .18 0 0 0 0
0 .74 0 0 0 .26 0 0 0 0
0 0 .66 0 0 .34 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .58 0 .42 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .42 0 .58 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .34 0 0 .66 0 0
0 0 0 0 .26 0 0 0 .74 0
0 0 0 0 .18 0 0 0 0 .82
0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 .9


Figure 3: Transition matrices for the 5-step-90% versions of Switchy and Sticky used in main simulations.

model drawing (red/black) cards from a deck without replacement. Counting chains are
natural and common, but they’re harder to use because they’re exponential in the length of
sequence they track: for a 6-step counting chain, we’d need 26 = 64 states; a 6-step streak
chain needs only 12. (For a 52-card deck, we’d need 252 states!) I’ll show that our results
generalize to counting chains in §6.4.

Second, we’ve focused on chains where the outcome-sequence fully determines the state,
but in many systems it’ll have a stochastic relationship to the state. The Prius-driver might
tend to get up earlier if he misses the spot, but that tendency would be modulated by other
factors. We could model this using hidden Markov models (Oskarsson et al. 2009). But we
needn’t. Instead, we can understand the probabilities in our chains as our agent’s conditional
beliefs about what’ll happen next, conditional on the process being Switchy/Steady/Sticky—
marginalizing over such more-complex, stochastic models.

Finally, we can imagine causal hypotheses that are neither Switchy, Steady, nor Sticky: per-
haps winning twice in a row makes the Prius less likely to win, but winning three times in
a row makes it more likely to win. Though possible, such processes are less natural and
less common. It won’t affect our results if our agents assign them some (smaller) amount
of probability, so long as they are fairly confident the process is either Switchy, Steady, or
Sticky. For simplicity, I’ll consider agents who ignore these alternatives.
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Switchy and Sticky processes are commonplace. Switchy processes are those that involve
depletion, fatigue, strategy, or fairness: decks of cards, raffles, traffic lights, drawing lots,
Q&As (who gets called on), electoral politics (voters get dissatisfied), races (the leader gets
tired), board games (the leader gets teamed-up against), the stock market(?) (if big gains lead
to corrections), and so on. Meanwhile, Sticky processes are those that involve accumulation,
momentum, rich-get-richer (“Matthew”) effects, or being in a “groove” vs. a “funk”: reputation;
trends; consumer loyalty; getting publications, jobs, or money; the stock market(?) (if big
gains lead to a bullish market); skilled musical, athletic, or intellectual performances; mental
or physical health; moods (Eldar et al. 2016); and even everyday life—if you stub your toe,
spill your coffee, and get into an argument all before noon, the afternoon is likely to be
rough. (As Deena Rose tells us: “Some days are diamonds, some days are stone.”)

For modeling tractability, I’ll focus on Bayesians who are certain that the process is either
5-step-Switchy90%, Steady, or 5-step-Sticky90%. §6 will show that the results are robust.

3.1 What a Bayesian expects

Baylee is unsure whether the parking war is 5-step-Switchy90% (Swi), Steady (Ste), or 5-
step-Sticky90% (Sti). Thus if the Prius is on a streak, what she thinks will happen next
depends on the balance of her uncertainty. By total probability and the Principal Principle
(Lewis 1980), her probability for the Prius winning is:

P (Prius) = P (Swi) · P (Prius|Swi) + P (Ste) · P (Prius|Ste) + P (Sti) · P (Prius|Sti)

= P (Swi) · (0.5− c) + P (Ste) · (0.5) + P (Sti) · (0.5 + c)

The constant c is the same given Switchy and Sticky because they’re symmetric in their
deviations from 50% (or rather: because Baylee has no evidence for an asymmetry). Its value
depends on how long the streak is—given our hypotheses, for a streak of 1, c = 0.08; for 2, c =
0.16, etc. Thus Baylee’s probability for a continuation is a weighted average of 0.5−c, 0.5 and
0.5 + c—with weights determined by her probabilities of Switchy, Steady, and Sticky. She’ll
be less than 50%-confident in a continuation—expecting a switch, and performing gambler’s
reasoning—iff she’s more confident of Switchy than Sticky: P (Swi) > P (Sti). And she’ll
be more than 50%-confident in a continuation—expecting a continuation, and performing
hot-hands reasoning—iff she’s less confident of Switchy than Sticky: P (Swi) < P (Sti).10

Thus treating the process as precisely independent will be uncommon—it requires the
rare event that Baylee’s evidence (the sequence she’s observed) should make her precisely
equally confident in Switchy and Sticky. Most Bayesians will do either gambler’s or hot-
hands reasoning. How extreme that reasoning will be depends not only on the balance of
their probabilities for Switchy and Sticky, but also on how confident they are of Steady: the
more weight in the weighted-average that’s put on the 50%-term, the less their probabilities
can deviate from 50%. For example, if Baylee’s 40-40-20 between Switchy-Steady-Sticky and
she’s seen 3 Priuses in a row, her probability of a continuation will be 0.4(0.26) + 0.4(0.5) +

10This reasoning requires the c to be precisely equal on both sides. Often it won’t be, for example when
we move to hit-rates other than 50% (§6.1). But the same dynamics will apply: whenever she’s sufficiently
more confident in Switchy than Sticky, she’ll do gambler’s reasoning; and vice versa.
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0.2(0.74) ≈ 0.45. But if—holding P (Switchy)
P (Sticky) fixed—she’s 10-85-5 between Switchy-Steady-

Sticky, her probability of a continuation will be roughly 0.49.
Upshot: whether and to what degree Bayesians commit gambler’s or hot-hands reasoning

depends on the balance and degree of their uncertainty between Switchy, Steady, and Sticky.
Still, we have yet to find an asymmetry. Why would the majority—or the average—commit
gambler’s reasoning?

4 Asymmetric convergence and memory limits

If the process is Steady, the sequences of outcomes is determined by the Steady likelihoods:
P (·|Ste). Suppose that our Bayesians begin uniform (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) over (Swi,Ste,Sti), and
then each update by conditioning on a (different) sequence generated by Steady likelihoods.
Fact: on average, they’ll rule out Sticky faster than they will rule out Switchy.

Why? When Switchy deviates from 50%-likelihood of a Prius on the next day, it makes a
switch more likely—which in turn would return the likelihoods back toward 50%. Meanwhile,
when Sticky deviates from this 50%-likelihood, it makes a continuation more likely, which
in turn would keep the likelihoods far from 50%. As a result, Switchy’s distribution over
sequences is more similar to Steady’s than Sticky’s is.

It’s difficult to visualize this across all possible sequences (though see the Mathematica
notebook); instead, we can look at measures of the distance between the likelihood distri-
butions. The top of Figure 4 does this for Euclidean distance and KL divergence, as the
sequence-length grows. As can be seen, Switchy is much closer to Steady than Sticky is.11

The KL divergence from the true distribution P to another Q estimates how much more
Bayesians’ confidence will (on average) increase in P over Q when presented with data from
P .12 So as our Bayesians see more data, they’re confidence in Steady will (on average)
increase more over Sticky than over Switchy (Figure 4, bottom left)—and in fact the ratio
of the average posteriors in Switchy to Sticky grows exponentially (Figure 4, bottom right).
As we’ll see, this asymmetry predicts our empirical trends.

However, recall that as Bayesians become more confident of Steady, the degree to which
they’ll exhibit gambler’s or hot-hands reasoning diminishes. In the above plots, note that
by the time they’ve seen 150 outcomes, the average posterior in Steady is already around
95%. Thus, for instance, if Baylee has seen 150 outcomes and then sees the Prius win three
times in a row, her probability for a continuation will (on average) be around 49%—she’ll
do gambler’s reasoning, but barely. So you might object: surely most people have seen
more than 150 coin tosses! The causal-uncertainty hypothesis seems to make implausible
predictions about the degree to which people will exhibit gambler’s reasoning. Right?

11To calculate these, list all 2n possible sequences of a given length n in some order, and then write
the likelihood distribution as a vector of length 2n where the ith entry is the probability of getting the
ith sequence. The Euclidean distance between x⃗ = (x1, ..., xm) and y⃗ = (y1, ..., ym) is the distance of
the line between the two vectors in Euclidean space: d(x⃗, y⃗) =

√
(x1 − y1)2 + · · ·+ (xm − ym)2. The KL

divergence from distribution x⃗ to distribution y⃗ is y⃗’s expectation of the logarithmic difference between y⃗
and x⃗: DKL(y⃗||x⃗) =

∑
i yi log(

yi
xi

) .
12See e.g. Cover and Thomas 2005, Ch. 11; many thanks to Yonathan Fiat for help here.
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Figure 4: Limited data, asymmetric closeness and convergence. Top: Euclidean distances (left)
and KL divergences (right) from Steady likelihoods to Switchy and Sticky likelihoods. Bottom: Since the
Switchy distribution is closer to the Steady one, it on average gets ruled out slower—note that the dashed
line is always higher than the dotted line (left), and in fact that the ratio grows exponentially (right).

Wrong. First, many processes for which people exhibit gambler’s reasoning are ones
where they haven’t seen a large number of outcomes—horse races, board games, elections,
urn draws, etc. Second, clearly those who have seen many outcomes (coin tosses or die rolls
or slot machines) don’t remember the full sequence. This is both obvious, and obviously
not fallacious—nobody’s claimed to discover the “fallacy of forgetting”. Memory limits are
clear cases of a cognitive-architectural resource constraint; the normative question is whether
people form sensible beliefs given their limited memories (Aronowitz 2019; Thorstad 2023).

Our question: will rational processing given limited memory to lead to gambler’s reason-
ing? From a high level, we can see that the answer will be yes, regardless of how we model
limited memories. Memory is a way of answering a (set of) question(s) about what you’ve
seen. A question is a partition of the possibilities (Hamblin 1976)—a way of dividing the pos-
sible sequences you might’ve observed into cells that each agree on the answer to the question.
Equivalently, a question is a summary statistic: a function from data to a number that tells
you some feature of that data—for example, X = the number of tosses that landed heads,
or Y = the length of the longest streak. Thus having a limited memory about a sequence is
going to function very much like observing limited data. (Indeed, observing n outcomes is
equivalent to having a limited “memory” of the full sequence—namely, by having only the
answer to the question “What were the first n outcomes?”.) Since Steady’s full distribu-
tion is closer to Switchy’s than to Sticky’s, it follows that limited memory will also lead to
asymmetric convergence, whichever summary statistic (model of limited memory) we use.
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For concreteness, I’ll work with the following simple model—call it the unpacking
model of memory. Baylee observes an arbitrarily long sequences S of outcomes—say 1000.
The 1-unpacked memory of S is the answer to the question, “How many hits were there in all
1000 outcomes?”. The 2-unpacked memory of S is the answer to the conjunctive question,
“How many hits were there in the first half (500) of the outcomes, and how many hits were
there in the second half?”. The 3-unpacked memory of S is the answer to the question, “How
many hits were there in the first third (333) of the outcomes, and how many hits were there
in the second third, and how many hits were there in the third third?” And so on.

Though simplistic, this model lets us smoothly vary how detailed Baylee’s memory is.
1-unpacking gives a very coarse summary; 1000-unpacking recovers the entire sequence; and
we can vary between these extremes. Moreover, this model seems to capture what people do
tend to remember about “random” processes like coins—they can’t remember what happened
on any particular toss, but they can remember things like “it lands heads roughly half the
times” and “in most of the sequences I’ve seen, the proportions of heads have been close to
50%”. Indeed, there’s empirical evidence that people are good at learning the proportions
and means of a series of observations (Peterson and Beach 1967).13

Does the unpacking-model lead to asymmetric convergence? Yes. We can now visualize
how Steady likelihoods are closer to the Switchy ones than to the Sticky ones—this was
displayed in Figure 1 (bottom left) on page 8. Again, we can plot the Euclidean distances
and KL divergences for the sub-parts of our unpacked memory (the numbers of hits in
subsequences of varying lengths); the results are displayed in the top of Figure 5. Finally—
and most importantly—we can simulate Bayesians who start out uniform over Switchy,
Steady, and Sticky, update on various depths of memory-unpacking from (different) 1000-
toss sequences, and then plot their mean posteriors. They are on average more confident
of Switchy than Sticky (Figure 5, bottom left), and the degree to which they favor Switchy
over Sticky grows as the memory is further unpacked (Figure 5, bottom right).

Importantly, even with deep unpacking we should still expect a substantial degree of
gambler’s-fallacy reasoning. For example, the mean 20-unpacked agent—who remembers
the proportion of heads in 20 separate sets of 50 tosses—gives a probability of 47.2% to a
streak of 2 continuing and 45.8% to a streak of 3 continuing.

That’s asymmetric-convergence. Why does it predict our empirical findings?

5 Fallacious features

Recall our five empirical findings: (1) as a streak grows in length, people have nonlin-
ear expectations for the probability of it continuing; (2) these nonlinear expectations are
experience-dependent, exhibiting different shapes for different causal systems; (3) people’s
predictions are sequence-dependent, varying with the number of switches in the sequence

13Worry: perfectly remembering the hit-rate of a long sequence takes more memory than perfectly remem-
bering the hit-rate of a short sequence, right? Right. But approximately remembering the hit-rate of a
sequence turns out to be largely independent of sequence-length (see Icard 2023, §7; Alon et al. 1996). For
simplicity I’ll ignore this complication. It’s an interesting and open question how different models of memory
would affect our results (e.g. Icard 2023, Ch. 3).
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Figure 5: Limited memory, asymmetric closeness and convergence. Top: Euclidean distances
(left) and KL divergences (right) from Steady likelihoods to Switchy and Sticky likelihoods. Bottom: Since
the Switchy distribution is closer to the Steady one, it on average gets ruled out slower—note that the dashed
line is always higher than the dotted line (left), and in fact that the ratio grows exponentially (right).

they just saw; (4) people generate “random” sequences that are too switchy ; and (5) people’s
predictions appear format-dependent, showing starker rates of gambler’s reasoning for binary
prediction than for probability estimates.

I’ll now show why the causal-uncertainty hypothesis predicts each of these patterns. For
robustness, I’ll show both simulations of limited data (conditioning on the full outcome of a
short sequence) and limited memory (conditioning on a partially-unpacked long sequence). I
won’t attempt any quantitative model-fitting or -comparisons. Instead I’ll focus on showing
a robust qualitative match to empirical data, and that there are parameterizations which
give reasonable quantitative predictions. I leave model-fitting for future work.

5.1 Nonlinear Expectations

The findings: One of the most intriguing, widely-confirmed, and difficult-to-model findings
is that people display nonlinear dynamics in their expectations about whether a streak will
continue. As streaks grow in length, they first increasingly exhibit gambler’s reasoning
(predicting a switch); but as the streak grows long enough, their gambler’s-reasoning first
tapers off and then is replaced by increasing rates of hot-hands reasoning (predicting a
continuation). This has been found in many settings for many causal systems, ranging from
coins to stock markets to lotteries (see footnote 1). It’s difficult to predict, and is the main
empirical argument in favor of Rabin 2002’s model.
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The most careful studies I know of are Asparouhova et al. 2009 and Rao and Hastie
2023, which both (in highly controlled settings) elicit probability estimates of a continuation
given streaks of varying lengths. Their findings are reconstructed in the top left of Figure
6—Asparouhova et al.’s results reconstructed from their Table 6, and Rao and Hastie’s from
the raw data (https://osf.io/2d93t/).14

Empirical Data

Rao and Hastie 2023, Study 2A (combined)

Asparouhova et al. 2009, treatments 1 and 2
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Figure 6: Nonlinear expectations, data and simulations. Top left: Combined empirical data from
Rao and Hastie 2023, Study 2A (bars are 80%-confidence intervals) and from Asparouhova et al. 2009,
treatments 1 and 2. Top right: Simulation results for mean probability of a continuation by streak length
Bottom: Mean posteriors after updating on streaks, for limited data (left) and limited memory (right).

The simulations: To simulate this, first have our Bayesians update on limited data (or
limited memory). Then present them with streaks of varying lengths, and see how likely
they think the streaks are to continue. These streaks provides new evidence, since Sticky is
more likely to generate streaks than Switchy or Steady. Thus when we update their beliefs
on the streak, that shifts their posteriors over the causal hypotheses—which, in turn, shifts
their probability estimates for what will happen next.

The results are displayed in the top right of Figure 6. With limited data (length-50
sequence), the mean probability for a continuation begins at 48.8%, falls slightly to 47.7%
after a streak of 3, and then rises to 61.8% after a streak of 8. With limited memory (7-
unpacking), the mean probability for a continuation begins at 47.5%, falls to 44.5% with a
streak of 3, and then gradually rises to 57.1% after a streak of 8.

14Rao and Hastie 2023 find even clearer evidence for non-linearities when they elicit binary predictions,
rather than probability estimates—see §5.5 below.
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Why does this happen? Our agents start out (on average) favoring Switchy over Sticky,
due to asymmetric convergence. At first, a growing streak means that the process is increas-
ingly primed to either switch (if Switchy) or continue (if Sticky); since they’re still more con-
fident of Switchy, this first leads to increasing rates of gambler’s reasoning. But as the streak
grows, it eventually provides enough evidence for Sticky to swamp the initial asymmetry—
they become more confident of Sticky than Switchy, and so begin to (increasingly) predict
continuations. The effects of a streak on their beliefs about Switchy/Steady/Sticky are
displayed on the bottom of Figure 6. As the streak grows, eventually they become more
confident of Sticky than Switchy (the dotted line crosses the dashed line)—this is where they
transition from gambler’s to hot-hands reasoning.

Upshot: like real people, as our Bayesians see longer streaks they first increasingly do
gambler’s reasoning, and then increasingly do hot-hands reasoning.

5.2 Experience-Dependence

The findings: Related to nonlinearity, the degrees to which people exhibit gambler’s and
hot-hands reasoning—and how quickly they transition from the former to the latter as a
streak grows—depends on their experience with the causal system. When people have more
experience, they tend to deviate less from the true hit rate of 50% in their predictions (Chen
et al. 2016), and they take longer to transition from gambler’s to hot-hands reasoning (Burns
and Corpus 2004; Asparouhova et al. 2009; Rao and Hastie 2023).

Once again, the most carefully-collected data is from Asparouhova et al. 2009 and Rao
and Hastie 2023. They elicit people’s probabilities of streaks of varying lengths continuing
when faced with both (i) familiar random processes (a fair coin, and an urn drawn with
replacement) and (ii) unfamiliar ones (a firm’s earnings, an analyst’s performance, and a
company’s stock). I’ve plotted Asparouhova et al. 2009’s results in the top left of Figure 7
(again from their Table 6, this time separated by causal process), and Rao and Hastie 2023’s
results in the top right (again taken from their Study 2A raw data at https://osf.io/2d93t/,
this time separated by causal process). Both find two trends: (1) with familiar processes
(dotted), people deviate less from 50% in their probability estimates than they do with
unfamiliar ones (dashed); and (2) familiar processes take much longer to shift from gambler’s
to hot-hands reasoning, if they do so at all.

The simulations: To model differing levels of familiarity (experience with) the causal
system, we can give different amounts of information to different groups. With limited
data: unfamiliar agents condition on a length-40 sequence, while familiar ones condition on a
length-90 sequence. With limited memory: unfamiliar agents do 4-unpacking, while familiar
agents do 20-unpacking. The results are displayed in the bottom of Figure 7; both replicate
the qualitative trends that, facing familiar processes, agents (1) deviate less from 50%, and
(2) take longer to transition from gambler’s to hot-hands reasoning.

Why does this happen? Whether agents do gambler’s or hot-hands reasoning depends
on whether they’re more confident of Switchy or Sticky, and the degree to which they do so
is modulated by how confident they are of Steady. As we’ve seen above (Figures 4 and 5), as
they’re exposed to more data or unpack their memories further, they both (i) become more
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Figure 7: Experience-dependence, data and simulations. Top: Empirical data separated by causal
process from Asparouhova et al. 2009 (left) and Rao and Hastie 2023 (right) Study 2A (bars are 80%-
confidence intervals). Bottom: Simulation results for familiar vs. unfamiliar processes—the left shows limited
data (given a length-40 vs. length-90 sequence), the right shows limited memory (given 4-unpacking vs. 20-
unpacking).

confident in Steady, and (ii) increasingly favor Switchy over Sticky. The former explains
trend (1): with familiar processes, they’re more confident of Steady—preventing them from
deviating as far from 50%. The latter explains trend (2): with familiar processes, they heavily
favor Switchy over Sticky—meaning that it takes a longer streak before they start favoring
Sticky and predicting continuations.

Upshot: like real people, our Bayesians’ expectations take different shapes depending on
how familiar they are with the causal system.

5.3 Sequence-dependence

The findings: An intuitive finding comes from Bloomfield and Hales 2002 and Bao et al.
2023, motivated by Barberis et al. 1998’s model. Subjects are presented with sequences that
vary in their number of switches, and asked for their probability that the current streak
will continue. Their answers depend on how switchy the sequence is. Bloomfield and Hales
2002’s results are plotted in Figure 8: for sequences with few switches, the mean continuation
probability was 61.2%; for those with some, it was 50.9%; for those with many, it was 43.1%.

The simulations: To simulate this, first have our Bayesians update on limited data (or
limited memory). Then present each agent with the sequences Bloomfield et al. used, have
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them update their opinions about the process in light of that sequence, and then elicit their
probabilities for the sequence continuing. If the sequence has few switches, that provides
evidence for Sticky; if the sequence has many switches, that provides evidence for Switchy.
As a result, we expect that they’ll be more likely to predict a continuation given the former
and less likely given the latter.

They do. The results are plotted in Figure 8. The qualitative predictions are correct and
robust, though of course the quantitative ones will depend on many details. Given limited
data (length-30 sequence), the mean probability of continuing was 62.7% for sequences with
few switches, 48.2% for those with a middling number, and 46.2% for those with many. Given
limited memory (4-unpacking), the mean probability of continuing was 59.4% for sequences
with few switches, 47.2% for those with a middling number, and 44.2% for those with many.
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Figure 8: Sequence-Dependence, data and simulations. Empirical and simulated data of mean
probability of sequence continuation, sequences grouped by how many switches they contained.

Upshot: like real people, our Bayesians’ probability estimates about a streak continuing
depend on the sequence they’d seen leading up to it.15

5.4 Too switchy

The findings: A classic finding is that when asked to produce sequences of random out-
comes, people generate sequences that (i) switch too often—around 60% of the time, rather
than 50%—and (ii) are increasingly likely to switch as streak-length grows. Since we’ve so
far talked about the probability of a streak continuing (rather than switching), let’s turn
this around. Thus the findings are that people produce sequences that (i) continue less often

15One issue with this simple model is that once people see a switchy streak, that significantly changes
their opinions about how switchy all future sequences will be. But in reality, people pay more attention to
their local environment: if the parking battle has switched a lot for weeks, but then appears to shift to be
acting Sticky, our Bayesians will update relatively quickly. As mentioned above, these dynamics could easily
be modeled by incorporating Barberis et al. 1998’s proposal that different instances of the process (or the
same process across time) can vary in how Switchy or Sticky they are, using a hierarchical Bayesian model.
Similar remarks apply to our other empirical predictions.
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(around 40% of the time) than they should, and (ii) are decreasingly likely to continue as
streak-length grows.

Though found by many authors in many settings (see fn. 3) the best quantitative data
I know of is from Rapoport and Budescu 1997, via Rabin 2002. When asking subjects to
produce random sequences from a fair coin, they find overall streak-continuation rates of
41.5%. After a streak of 1, the rate is 46%; after 2, it’s 38%; and after 3, it’s 29.8%. These
rates are displayed in the top left of Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Too Switchy, data and simulations. Top left: empirical continuation rates in produc-
tion tasks. Top right: rates of generating hits as a function of subjective probability when sampling from
posteriors. Bottom: simulated continuation rates under limited data (left) and limited memory (right).

The simulations: To simulate this, first have our Bayesians update on limited data
(or limited memory), and then use their posteriors to produce hypothetical sequences. But
how to produce sequences? They should not always produce the outcome they think is
most likely—for then every agent more confident of Switchy than Sticky would produce a
perfectly-alternating sequence (0101010....), while every agent less confident of Switchy than
Sticky would produce a perfectly-repeating sequence (1111111...). Instead, they should take
samples from their posteriors to decide which sequence to generate. For example, suppose,
given her uncertainty, Baylee is 60%-confident that the next outcome will be a hit. “Sampling
from her posterior” means generating n outcomes each with an (independent) 60% chance to
be a hit, and then writing down the most-common outcome from these samples. If she takes
1 sample, this is equivalent to probability-matching: writing down a hit with the probability
(60%) that she assigns to their being one. If she takes many samples, she’s increasingly likely
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to write down the outcome she thinks is most likely—see the top right of Figure 9. The idea
that people use sampling to generate predictions is well-studied, theoretically motivated, and
fits with a wide range of empirical data.16

The results for limited data (given a length-50 sequence) are summarized in the bottom
left of Figure 9. 1-sampling (probability matching) generates an overall continuation rate
of 48.4% (statistically-significantly below 50%). After streaks of 1, the rate is 49.9%; after
2, it’s 48.8%; and after 3, it’s 47.3%. 20-sampling generates an overall continuation rate of
46.5% (significantly below 50%). After streaks of 1, the rate is 47.2%; after 2, it’s 43.9%,
and after 3, it’s 41.2%.

The results for limited memory (with 10-unpacking) are summarized in the bottom right
of Figure 9. 1-sampling (probability matching) generates an overall continuation rate of
46.5% (significantly below 50%). After streaks of 1, the rate is 48.8%; after 2, it’s 46.7%;
after 3, it’s 44.5%. 20-sampling generates an overall continuation rate of 40.6% (significantly
below 50%). After streaks of 1, the rate is 43.7%; after 2, it’s 37.4%; after 3, it’s 32.5%.
Note that these rates are similar to the empirical rates (compare bottom right to top left).

Limited data and limited memory both lead to the correct qualitative predictions; and
given limited memory and many samples, the quantitative predictions are realistic. Notably,
the data from Rao and Hastie 2023 provides empirical evidence that people are not simply
probability-matching (drawing 1 sample), but instead tend to draw many samples. For
they find (see §5.5) that when people’s mean probability estimates for a continuation are
around 45%, the rate at which they predict a continuation is around 20–30%—like the 20-
and 50-sample lines (and unlike the 1- or 5-sample lines) in the top right of Figure 9.

Upshot: like real people, our limited Bayesians would produce “random” sequences that
are too switchy, with the deviation from 50% increasing with streak-length.

5.5 Format-Dependence

The findings: Our final empirical finding is that when people are asked to estimate a
probability of a continuation, their rates of gambler’s reasoning look less stark than when
asked to make a binary prediction (continue vs. switch). For processes that are known to have
a long-run hit rate of 50%, the mean probability estimate is usually between 45–55%, while
the rate of predicting a continuation can drop as low as 20%. The evidence for this comes
most directly from Rao and Hastie 2023, though it also is supported by comparing the rates
of gambler’s reasoning in studies that use binary-prediction or production tasks (e.g. Bar-
Hillel and Wagenaar 1991) to those that use probability-estimation tasks (e.g. Asparouhova
et al. 2009; Dohmen et al. 2009; Miller and Sanjurjo 2018a).

Rao and Hastie 2023 find that across all trials the mean probability estimate for a con-
tinuation was just below 50%(at 49.2%; 95%-confidence interval = [48.2, 50.0]), but the rate
of predicting a continuation was 40.0% (95%-confidence interval = [38.7, 41.3]). This dif-
ference can be seen if we break down the rates by streak-length, as done in the top left of
Figure 10: the dashed line reproduces mean probability estimates (already shown in the top

16Gelman et al. 2013; Bonawitz et al. 2014b,a; Vul et al. 2014; Icard 2016; Sanborn and Chater 2016; Bhui
and Gershman 2018; Zhu et al. 2020.
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left of Figure 6), and the dotted line shows the rates of (binary) prediction. The deviations
from 50% and the nonlinearities-in-streak-length are much more pronounced for the latter.

What explains this format-dependence? Rao and Hastie 2023 speculate that probability
estimation may both trigger analytic thinking, and make salient to participants that they’ve
been told that the hit rate is 50%. This likely plays a role, but there’s another (complement-
ary) explanation: our model predicts format-dependence within probability-estimate data.
Precisely: if you take people’s probability estimates and dichotomize them—count them as
guessing “continuation” if their probability of a continuation is above 50% and “switch” if it’s
below 50% (dropping estimates of exactly 50%)—we expect their dichotomized prediction-
rates to deviate farther from 50% than their mean probabilities. Why? The distribution of
people’s probabilities of a continuation will be a unimodal bell curve, so that small shifts in
the mean probability above and below 50% can lead to dramatic swings in the proportion
of people above or below 50%. This is illustrated in the top middle of Figure 10 using our
limited memory (5-unpacked) agents. After a streak of 1, their mean probability is 47.4%
but the proportion who predict “continuation” is 31.3%; after a streak of 2, their mean prob-
ability is 45.1% but the proportion who predict “continuation” is 25.1%; after a streak of
7, their mean probability is 60.5% but the proportion who predict “continuation” is 78.9%.
In all cases, we predict that the deviation from 50% is larger when we look at the rate of
predictions than when we look at the mean probability.
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Figure 10: Format-dependence, data and simulations. Top left: Empirical contrast between
probability-estimate and binary-prediction responses. Top middle: Histograms of our Bayesians’ probab-
ilities of a continuation facing streaks of various lengths. Top right: Comparison of mean probabilities and
prediction rates in Rao and Hastie’s study—note that the dotted lines (prediction rates) deviate further
from 50% than the dashed lines (mean probabilities). Bottom: Comparison of probability estimates to
binary-prediction rates amongst our Bayesians, given limited memory (left) and limited data (right).

This prediction is borne out in Rao and Hastie’s data: even within their probability-
estimate data (Study 2A), we find evidence for format-dependence. First, dichotomizing
the data reveals that the rate at which people predict continuations deviates further from
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50% than their mean probabilities. Overall, the mean probability estimate is slightly be-
low 50% (49.2%), while the dichotomized rate of predicting continuations is lower (47.2%;
t(3726) = 1.82, p = 0.034, one-sided). Though only a marginally-significant effect, this is
likely due to the fact that the mean probability is close to 50%. This overall rate hides much
heterogeneity: in some ⟨process, streak-length⟩-pairs, the mean probability was well below
50%; in others, it was well above 50%.

To probe this, we can separate the experimental conditions (“which causal process, and
how long a streak?”) into those with mean probability estimates above 50%, and those with
means below 50%. Our prediction is that, in both cases, dichotomized rates of prediction
will deviate further from 50% than mean probabilities. It does. In conditions with mean
probabilities above 50%, the rate at which people predicted continuations (65.6%) was sig-
nificantly above the mean probability of a continuation (59.4%; t(708) = 2.36, p = 0.009).
And in conditions with mean probabilities below 50%, the rate at which people predicted a
continuation (43.5%) was significantly below the mean probability of a continuation (47.2%;
t(3014) = 3.18, p < 0.001, one-sided). This can be visualized, for instance, by dividing
processes into familiar (drawing from an urn) and unfamiliar (analyst, stock price)—which,
recall, have different rates of crossing the 50% line (§5.2)—and comparing the proportion of
people predicting continuations to their mean probabilities at each ⟨process, streak-length⟩-
pair. As the top right of Figure 10 shows, the proportions predicting continuations are
uniformly further from 50% than the mean probabilities.

The simulations: The natural way to simulate binary predictions is to again use
sampling (§5.4). Have our Bayesians sample outcomes from their posteriors, set their “real-
ized” probability equal to the hit rate within their sample, and predict a continuation if the
sampled rate of continuations is above 50% and a switch if it’s below (randomizing if equals
50%). Since such samples generate an unbiased estimator of their true probabilities, it has
no effect on their mean probability estimates. As above, if they only draw 1 sample then
this is probability matching; the more samples they draw and the further their underlying
probabilities are from 50%, the less likely they are to make a prediction opposing what their
underlying probability says is most likely.

The results are plotted on the bottom of Figure 10. With limited data (50-sequence),
overall mean probability estimate for continuations was 48.8%, while the mean rate of pre-
dicting continuations was 46.1% (95%-confidence interval = [45.3, 47.1]). How the two differ
depends on how far the mean probability is from 50%; as shown in the bottom right plot
of Figure 10, the prediction rate is uniformly farther from 50% than the mean probability.
With limited memory (10-unpacking), the results are similar—though a bit better match
to the empirical discrepancy between probability-estimates and binary predictions (bottom
left). The overall mean probability estimate for continuations was 46.6%, while the overall
rate of predicting continuations was 39.3%.

Nonlinearities emerge in prediction-rates because the closer people’s probabilities are to
50%, the more likely (due to noisy sampling) they’ll predict a result opposite to their prob-
abilities. Thus the predicting-continuation rate first drops as the probability moves further
below 50%, and then rises as that probability returns to and crosses the 50%-threshold.

Upshot: like real people, our Bayesians exhibit greater rates of gambler’s reasoning when
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giving binary predictions than probability estimates.

5.6 New predictions

The causal-uncertainty hypothesis both explains the persistence gambler’s and hot-hands
reasoning, and also has empirical coverage that rivals the best extant models. I believe it is
the only extant model that predicts all five of our qualitative trends: (1) people’s expectations
for how likely a streak is to continue are nonlinear in the streak length; (2) the rate and
degree of this nonlinear change depends on how much experience they have with the process;
(3) their predictions depend on how switchy the sequence they’ve just seen was; (4) they
produce sequences that are too switchy; and (5) their responses exhibit greater deviations
from 50% when asked for binary predictions than when asked for probability estimates.

Much remains to be done. First, quantitive model-fitting should be used to compare the
causal-uncertainty hypothesis to its main rivals. Second, new predictions should formulated
and tested. Let me highlight two predictions.

The most obvious prediction is that changing people’s background beliefs about the
causal mechanism should have direct effects on when and to what degree their predictions
deviate from 50%. In particular, as people see more data, we should expect both (1) their
probabilities will overall deviate less from 50%, and (2) they’ll become slower to transition
from gambler’s to hot-hands reasoning. We could test this by introducing a new random
process and exposing different subjects to different amounts of (Steady) data.

A second, more-subtle prediction is based on what drives nonlinear expectations. Our
Bayesians are learning about the process by observing its outputs—long streaks provide
evidence for Sticky. In contrast, those who are producing sequences (§5.4) are not learning.
Because of this, we might initially expect that the causal-uncertainty hypothesis predicts
that there’ll be much lower continuation-rates for long streaks in production tasks than in
prediction tasks—after all, in the former they’ve received no evidence from the streak, while
in the latter they’ve gotten evidence for Sticky. This leads to the hypothesis that those
producing (rather than predicting) a sequence won’t exhibit a nonlinearity at all, and will
instead be monotonically more likely to produce a switch as streak-length continues. Right?

Wrong. Surprisingly, when we simulate our Bayesians producing sequences, the average
continuation-rate does exhibit nonlinearities. Why? Our Bayesians vary in how convinced
of Switchy they are, and there’s a selection effect when we consider longer streaks: agents
who are convinced of Switchy will hardly ever generate long streaks, while those convinced
of Sticky often will. So even though those who favor Switchy are a majority, they’ll generate
a minority of the long streaks. Since this selection effect grows with streak length, it’ll look
like a nonlinearity when averaging across streaks of a given length.

There are two ways to control for this selection effect. First, we could have each subject
do both a production and a prediction task, and then compare the within-subject rates of
continuations at various streak lengths. Prediction: at a given streak length, the mean person
will be more likely to predict than to produce a continuation—for in the former case they’ve
just gotten evidence for Sticky, while in the latter case they haven’t. Second, we can dampen
the evidential effects of seeing a long sequence. For example, we could tell subjects that we
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observed an extremely long sequences of outcomes and then selected a particular streak of
length n; then we ask them for their probability that that sequence continued. This provides
much less evidence for Sticky: in a long enough series of outcomes, Switchy, Steady, and
Stick all agree that it’s likely there’ll be some long streaks—they just disagree about how
common they’ll be. Prediction: those presented with such a selected long streak will update
less than those who see a long streak happen in real time, so the former will exhibit less
nonlinearity and more gambler’s reasoning for longer streaks.

As this illustrates, the fact that the causal-uncertainty hypothesis is a generative model
means it’s easy to investigate new predictions by simulation.17 Thus it offers a potentially-
fruitful way forward: if you think the causal-uncertainty hypothesis makes a (plausible or
implausible) prediction, first confirm that it does by simulation, then test whether real people
exhibit it. I’ll be just as curious as you to hear the results.

6 Objections

I’ll now address some objections by demonstrating the robustness of our predictions.

6.1 Unsure about the hit rate?

I’ve focused on the case where our Bayesians know that the long-run hit rate is 50%. But in
realistic cases, they’ll often know the hit rate is some other number, or be unsure what it is.

In general, the same dynamics will emerge—but we must be careful in how we construct
the Markov chains so that their long-run (stationary) distributions have the desired hit rates.
For example, if we want our hit rate to be 40%, then (1-step) Steady is of course the chain(
0.6 0.4

0.6 0.4

)
; but adding/subtracting the same number on both sides won’t give us the correct

Switchy/Sticky versions. For example,
(
0.7 0.3

0.5 0.5

)
has a long-run hit rate of 37.5%, not 40%.

The “Objection: Non-50% long-run hit rates” subsection of the Mathematica notebook gives
a function for generating the desired chains.

Two questions emerge. First, do we still observe asymmetric convergence of our Bayesians
when they start out knowing that the hit rate is (say) 40%, rather than 50%? Yes—the
“Asymmetric convergence for known non-50% stationary” section confirms as much.

Second, and more interestingly: when our agents start out unsure about the long-run hit
rate, do we still observe asymmetric convergence? Yes—the “Asymmetric convergence when
unsure of the long-run hit rate” subsection confirms as much. Suppose our Bayesians begin
uniformly unsure whether the hit rate is 45%, 50%, or 55%. Conditional on each, they are
1
3 -confident in each of Switchy, Steady, and Sticky; thus they start out 1

9 -confident in each
particular ⟨hit rate, shiftiness⟩ hypothesis, and 1

3 -confident in each overall type (Switchy,
Steady, or Sticky). Data is generated from the 50%-Steady distribution. Figure 11 displays
the results. The top row shows the results for limited data. Left is the mean posteriors in
each hypothesis as a function of how long a sequence they observe. Solid lines are Steady

17Again, here’s the Mathematica notebook: https://github.com/kevindorst/gamblers_fallacy_notebook.
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hypotheses, dashed are Switchy, and dotted are Sticky; note that the dashed lines tend to
be higher than the dotted ones. The overall results are easier to see if we marginalize over
hit rates and look at the posteriors in Switchy/Steady/Sticky (top right). The bottom row
shows the parallel results for limited memory; the main difference is that when agents track
the overall proportion-true, they very quickly rule out alternative hit rates.
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Figure 11: Asymmetric convergence with hit-rate uncertainty. Top: Mean posteriors in each
hypothesis after seeing varying amounts of limited data (left); the trends are clearer if we marginalize over
hit rates (right). Bottom: Mean posteriors in each hypothesis at various depths of memory-unpacking (left);
the trends are clearer if we marginalize over hit rates (right).

This asymmetric convergence once again leads to the same empirical predictions—for
instance, the Mathematica notebook finds similar degrees of nonlinear expectations.

6.2 Unsure about the shiftiness?

So far I’ve presupposed that the three live options were (1) quite Switchy (to degree 90%),
(2) Steady, or (3) quite Sticky (to degree 90%). Might this have induced an unrealistic
picture? Real people are are both unsure about whether the process is Switchy or Sticky,
and unsure about how Switchy or Sticky it is. And if the sequence is in fact independent,
then chains that are less shifty will be harder to rule out. So although we’ve established
that Switchy-to-degree-90% is closer to Steady than Sticky-to-degree-90%, might it still be
farther from Steady than Sticky-to-degree-80%? In other words: perhaps our agents will
quickly learn that if it’s Switchy or Sticky, it’s only mildly so.
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6 OBJECTIONS

To test this, run simulations in which our agents know that the hit rate is 50%, but are
initially (uniformly) unsure whether it’s shiftiness (if Switchy or Sticky) builds to degree
90%, to 75%, or to 60%. The results are as expected: more-extreme rates get ruled out more
quickly, but not that quickly. Even with 30-, 50- or 100-unpacking, the 75% and 90%-Switchy
hypotheses have nontrivial probability. Indeed, as can be seen from the plot on the left of
Figure 12, Switchy-to-degree-90% is closer to Steady than Sticky-to-degree-75%—note that
the black dashed line is everywhere above the medium-green dotted line. As a result, the
predictions are similar—for instance, we again see nonlinear expectations (right).
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Figure 12: Asymmetric convergence with shiftiness uncertainty. Asymmetric convergence when
agents are uncertain about how shifty the process is (left), leading to nonlinear expectations (right).

6.3 Unsure about the process’s speed?

I’ve focused on processes that require a streak of 5 to build up their maximum shiftiness.
But realistic processes will vary in how long of a streak is needed, so people will be uncertain
about this as well. Perhaps this has induced an unrealistic picture?

It hasn’t. If anything, the focus on 5-step chains seems to make the deviations from
independence less extreme than they would otherwise be. To test this, simulate agents who
start out uniformly unsure whether—supposing the process is Switchy or Sticky to 90%—it
builds up over a streak of 3 (short), 5 (medium), or 7 (long). The convergence results for
limited memory are displayed in the left of Figure 13—note that every version of Switchy
is always more plausible than any version of Sticky. As a result, this leads to even more
extreme rates of gambler’s reasoning (Figure 13, right).

6.4 Different types of Switchy/Sticky chains?

I’ve focused on streak chains, wherein the probability of the next toss only depends on the
length of the current streak—as soon as the streak is broken, the probabilities revert back to
near 50%. As mentioned above (§3), this has been for simplicity. Many realistic processes’
probabilities depend on the full (recent) sequence of outcomes. For example, when drawing
cards from a deck, a series of reds will raise the probability of a black, but then a series of
blacks will only slowly move the probabilities back towards 50%. This requires a counting
chain: one that tracks the counts of each type of outcome in the last n outcomes.
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Figure 13: Asymmetric convergence with speed uncertainty. Asymmetric convergence when agents
are uncertain about the speed with which the process’s probabilities deviate from the long-run hit rate (left),
leading to extreme nonlinear expectations even with large depths of memory-unpacking (right).

The modeling difficulty is that the number of states in such chains will exponentially
explode in the length of recent sequence we track. This makes such chains tedious to code and
difficult to simulate, but there’s not much new conceptually that emerges. The “Objection:
Counting chains” section of the Mathematica notebook shows how we can replicate our
results with counting chains—the qualitative dynamics are similar to streak chains. In fact,
counting chains may be able to help account for further empirical trends—such as the fact
that people’s probability estimates depend on more than just the current streak, but also on
other recent outcomes (Rabin and Vayanos 2010, Table 1).

7 Conclusion

So Bayesians—if they are data- or memory-limited—commit the gambler’s and hot-hands
fallacies. Indeed, they do so in ways that are remarkably similar to the way that we do so.
What to make of this?

First, and most obviously, we can strike the gambler’s and hot-hands fallacies from the
list of clear pieces of evidence for human irrationality. If anything—since we always knew
that people were data- and memory-limited—the high-level empirical trends seem to be
exactly what we should expect if people are being rational. This paper is an instance of a
general trend: what looks like irrationality is often perfectly sensible under known resource
limitations (Brav and Heaton 2002; Lieder and Griffiths 2019; Icard 2023). Data and memory
are prime examples of such limitations (Wilson 2014; Dasgupta and Gershman 2021). I hope
the models and methods I’ve used here will suggest similar approaches to other apparent
irrationalities in human reasoning. Moreover, the fact that the causal-uncertainty hypothesis
comes with generative models suggests a potentially-fruitful approach to generating and
testing new predictions. There is much still to be done in terms of both predictions and
quantitative model-fitting and comparisons.

Second, I have critiqued the “mechanistic" approach to the mind at one of its strongest
points. Even when it comes to apparent basic violations of statistical reasoning, a rational
account is well-suited to explain the data. Moreover, this is the first bounded -optimal model
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of the gambler’s fallacy with such empirical coverage that I know of—extant empirically-
adequate models are error -optimal, meaning that they rely on a hard-coded (and usually
unexplained) error at their core. Since my model does not do so, it gives a vindication of
gambler’s reasoning: it is a model we can have in mind as we feel the pull of gambler’s
reasoning, without undermining that pull nor inducing incoherence.

Finally: as this discussion illustrates, questions about human rationality cross-cut tradi-
tional disciplinary boundaries and methods. As I hope to have shown, we can make progress
on them by being ecumenical, pulling on work from philosophy and economics as well as psy-
chology. As we try to sort out how the mind works, conceptual, mathematical, experimental,
and computational approaches all have their place.18
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